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Abstract Since time immemorial, humans have found meaning and purpose in revering sites because of events
that transpired there. Such sites offer an opportunity
for pilgrims to visit sacred places. Members of the
Church of Jesus Christ have tried not to create shrines
or pilgrimage sites per se, but they often experience
deep religious attachment to sacred places where
significant events occurred. In the early 19th century,
however, relatively few people traveled for tourism or pleasure. The few who were able to visit sites
associated with the early years of Mormonism provided word pictures or visual presentations for those
who did not have the opportunity to visit the sites.
This article explores the visual images of the Hill
Cumorah, from a woodcut printed in 1841 through
photographs taken in 1935 when the Hill Cumorah
Monument was dedicated.
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in 1903 president joseph f. smith
authorized the first purchase of a
historical site linked to the church of
jesus christ of latter-day saints—carthage
jail, the place of joseph smith’s and hyrum smith’s
martyrdoms in 1844.1 during the ensuing decades of the 20th
century, the church identified, purchased, marked, and restored
numerous historical sites, including the hill cumorah (as it is known
today) in manchester, new york.2 These purchases helped preserve these places for
future visitors who would find their way to the sites associated with the restoration of the gospel.

Sacred Spaces
Since time immemorial, humans have found
meaning and purpose in hallowing sites because
of events that transpired there. Jews, for example,
continue to gather and pray at the Kotel, “the [Western] Wall,” in the Old City of Jerusalem.³ Likewise,
Muslims hold sacred an area near this spot because
of its association with the Prophet Muhammad (the
rock under the Dome of the Rock).⁴ Such sites offer
an opportunity for pilgrims to visit places that have
become hallowed. As Mircea Eliade wrote, “Every sacred space implies . . . an irruption of the sacred that
results in detaching a territory from the surrounding
cosmic milieu and making it qualitatively different.”⁵

A Latter-day Saint Approach
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ have
tried not to create shrines or pilgrimage sites per se.
President Gordon B. Hinckley articulated what the
Latter-day Saint perspective should be regarding
our own sacred historical sites when he dedicated
sites in Palmyra in 1998: “They’re not shrines. We
don’t worship them, but we respect them and honor
them and like the common feel of the spirit that’s to

be found in them. . . . Our roots are here.”⁶
In fact, the burgeoning interest in church historical sites manifested by North American Saints
should be understood in the context of American
culture. U.S. and Canadian citizens enjoy visiting
museums and historical sites. American Latter-day
Saints, sharing similar interests, often combine a visit
to church historical sites with a visit to significant
American historical sites. Like other religious people
in the United States who make such visits, Latter-day
Saints often experience deep religious attachment to
sacred places where significant events occurred.

Word Pictures of Cumorah (1830s)
In the early 19th century, however, relatively
few people traveled for tourism or pleasure. The
few who were able to visit sites associated with the
early years of Mormonism naturally provided word
pictures or visual presentations for those, both the
curious and the devout, who did not have the opportunity to visit the sites.
Of all these sites, the Hill Cumorah stands out
because of its natural prominence in the religious
and physical landscape of western New York. W. W.
Phelps wrote: “Cumorah . . . must become as
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famous among the latter day saints, as Sinai was
among the former day saints . . . [a] glorious
spot!—sacred depository! out of thee came the glad
tidings which will rejoice thousands! . . . Cumorah
. . . is well calculated to stand in this generation, as a
monument of marvelous works and wonders.”⁷
The hill is a primary connection to the Latterday Saints’ sacred past for several reasons. Most
obviously, Joseph Smith obtained the sacred record,
published as the Book of Mormon, from this site. In
addition, 19th- and many 20th-century Saints associated the hill with the final battles between the
Nephites and Lamanites (Cumorah) and the site of
the final battles of the Jaredites (Ramah), both mentioned in the Book of Mormon (see Mormon 6:2;
Ether 15:11). Furthermore, the hill’s concrete nature—it cannot be burned or torn down, it cannot
be moved—gives a certain defined boundary to the
events of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon.
Oliver Cowdery, who visited the hill in 1830,
provided members of the church with one of the
earliest descriptions of the hill. This was printed in
several letters published in the church’s newspaper,
the Messenger and Advocate, in Kirtland, beginning
in February 1835.⁸ In a subsequent letter, Cowdery
included a reference to the size of the hill, mentioned in most accounts: “I think I am justified in
saying that this is the highest hill for some distance
round, and I am certain that its appearance, as it

rises so suddenly from a plain on the north, must
attract the notice of the traveller as he passes by.”⁹
Similar word pictures emerged during the next
decades—each providing varying details regarding the changing face of Cumorah but all noting
its shape and size. Certainly one of the reasons that
Latter-day Saints took the time to record descriptions and capture visual images of Cumorah is best
summarized by one visitor in the early 1880s: “I
presume no Latter-day Saint has ever visited the
Hill Cumorah but that he felt impressed to thank
God for the principles which came forth from it.”¹⁰

The First Visual Image of Cumorah (1841)
Non-Mormons John Warner Barber (1798–
1885) and Henry Howe (1816–93) gave to the public
the first visual representation of Cumorah when
they published their Historical Collections of the
State of New York in 1841.¹¹ Barber and Howe traveled throughout New York State gathering material
for their book, traversing thousands of miles (hundreds of it on foot).
The 230 illustrations that make this historical
record so distinctive were prepared from original
“drawings taken on the spot by the compilers of the
work,” whose principal object “was to give faithful
representations, rather than picturesque views, or
beautiful specimens of art.”¹²

Image 1 “The Mormon Hill,” 1841; north slope, looking south.13 The lengthy caption, printed below the woodcut, reads: “The above is a
northern view of the Mormon Hill in the town of Manchester, about 3 miles in a southern direction from Palmyra. It is about 140 feet in height
[recent calculations suggest the height of the peak to be about 117 feet above ground level],14 and is a specimen of the form of numerous elevations in this section of the state. It derives its name from being the spot (if we are to credit the testimony of Joseph Smith) where the plates
containing the Book of Mormon were found.”
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The Hill Cumorah Fences (1841–1935)
When comparing visual images of the Hill Cumorah from 1841 (the first visual image) through
1935 (when the Hill Cumorah Monument was
dedicated), it becomes obvious that a close examination of fence construction can provide a clue to
dating the images. The first fences to appear on
and around the hill are split-rail fences (see image
1 opposite). The next type appears to be a post and
rail fence (see image 11a). At some time, wire fences
were introduced (see image 8). The final development is the addition of a picket fence (see image
9). One problem, however, was that sections of the
fence line may have been replaced piecemeal. As
a result, a photograph can depict three of the four
fence types in one image (see image 8).

Departure from Cumorah (1831–47)
By 1841, when a woodcut of “The Mormon
Hill” appeared in print (image 1), the church had
moved from its birthplace in New York, setting up
its headquarters on the banks of the Mississippi
River in Illinois and gathering converts from Canada, the United States, and the British Isles.¹⁵
The physical distance between the body of the
church and the hill continued to increase as time
passed. By 1847 church headquarters were located
in Salt Lake City, some 2,000 miles from Cumorah.
Even though the Saints were busy building a new
society in the West, church leaders, some of whom
were well acquainted with the topographical landscape of the restoration of the gospel, continued
to recall the places and stories of the early days of
the restoration. The words of these leaders helped
to further define the hill as a sacred place, etching
it forever in the Saints’ minds as a holy place—as
Phelps suggested, a veritable Mount Sinai.¹⁶

The First Photograph of Cumorah (1853)
Shortly after Cowdery began to publish his
descriptions of Cumorah in 1834, Louis Jacques
Mandé Daguerre announced the first fully successful and feasible photographic process—named daguerreotype after him—to the French Academy of
Science, in January 1839. This was a powerful new
medium, allowing photographic images of people,
places, and events. With this new technology avail-

able, it was inevitable that eventually someone
would take camera in hand and capture the famous
Mormon landmark where Joseph Smith found the
golden plates.¹⁷
The earliest documented photograph of Cumorah was an early daguerreotype, taken in the fall
of 1853. While the original has been lost, the view
was preserved through a printed illustration (image
2), based on the original image, which appeared in
the popular Frank Leslie’s New Family Magazine in
February 1858, a period when the American public’s
attention was focused on Utah Territory during the
so-called Utah War (1857–58).
Frank Leslie (1821–80) had been the superintendent of the Engraving Department of the famous Illustrated London News (founded in 1842),
the first successful attempt to provide readers
images of people, places, and events along with
written news accounts. Following his arrival in the
United States, Leslie worked for several illustrated
newspapers in America, including the well-known
Gleason’s Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion,
where he had provided an early view of Brigham
Young to the nation. Eventually, Leslie started
his own publishing empire, including the Frank
Leslie’s New Family Magazine. Over the next 20
years, Leslie’s illustrated newspapers highlighted
the Latter-day Saint movement and its key figures,
including Joseph Smith and Brigham Young.¹⁸ His
efforts to provide images and text together, like
other publishers of the period, were based on taking original photographs (at first daguerreotypes
and later albumen prints) and making, by hand,
woodcuts and steel engravings that could be reproduced in his newspapers.
Leslie not only provided his readers an early
view of Cumorah, and the earliest view based on
a photograph, he provided subscribers contextual
information about the view of the famous hill: “By
the kindness of H. K. Heydon, Esq., living at Newark, Wayne co., New York, we are able to present
to our readers a daguerreotype view of the spot
where the plates were buried, and subsequently exhumed. Mr. Heydon says that the view was taken
by him in the fall of 1853. The hill is on the plank
road leading from Palmyra to Canandaigua, and
just four miles from the first named place. The
view is of the north side, which is the highest and
steepest part, as the hill running south gradually
descends until it is lost in the plains. Joe Smith
JOURNAL OF BOOK OF MORMON STUDIES
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Image 2 Hill Cumorah, 1858, based on an 1853 daguerreotype by H. K. Heydon. The caption reads: “Scene where Joe Smith buried the
stone box, from a daguerreotype by H. K. Heydon, Newark, Wayne Co., N. J.” Courtesy of Meldon K. Larson, Provo, Utah.

dug in the earth, but says he found the plates while
ploughing. The hole, at the time the daguerreotype
was taken, was still visible (it can be just seen in
our engraving, on the right of the house, as you
ascend the hill); though most filled up, there was
a little knoll and a slight depression still apparent
in the sod. The authenticity of the picture makes it
deservedly interesting. Strange to say, although Joe
Smith, according to his own statement, had seen
the plates, he was not permitted to obtain possession of them until the 22d of September 1827, and
then, not until after a great deal of negotiation
between him and the angel, were they placed in his
possession.”¹⁹
Following the time of Daguerre’s announcement in 1839, many woodcuts and steel engravings
appearing in newspapers and books were actually
based on photographs. However, once an image
was in the possession of an engraver, there was no
guarantee that the finished product would be a perfect replica of the original. Without the original, it
is impossible to know if this illustration is an exact
copy or not.
10
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An LDS Visual Image of Cumorah (1878)
The first Latter-day Saint artist to paint the Hill
Cumorah, whose works survive, was C. C. A. Christensen. His interpretation, completed in 1878, was
an effort to help the Saints visualize the sacred story
they knew so well. As Richard L. Jensen and Richard G. Oman note, “C. C. A. Christensen helped
Latter-day Saints see their religious history in biblical terms. The parallel with Moses receiving the Ten
Commandments on Mount Sinai [and Joseph Smith
receiving the ancient record from Moroni on Cumorah] is obvious.”²⁰
Carl Christian Anton Christensen (1831–1912)
was a Danish immigrant and one of several firstgeneration artists in Utah to utilize the panorama
phenomenon, an art form that was popular in both
the United States and Europe during the middleand late-19th century. C. C. A., as he was known,
attended the Royal Academy of Art in Copenhagen
before joining the church in 1850. He made his
way to Utah in 1857, eventually settling in Sanpete
County. In the late 1870s and early 1880s, C. C. A.

began creating four panoramas dealing with reliphotographs that seem to be simply group photos
gious subject matter. His best known, “Mormon
are actually an effort to document the group’s presPanorama,” depicts the early history of the church.
ence at the exact spot where the ancient record was
Apparently, C. C. A. did not actually visit any
found. Most of these photographs focus on an area
of the church history sites from the Joseph Smith
about two-thirds of the way up the hill on the west
period (such as Liberty Jail, Carthage Jail, and the
side, near the north end. Similarly, C. C. A. drew
Nauvoo Temple). The fact that in some cases his
the attention of his audience to this specific depicpaintings closely depict the actual sites suggests
tion of Cumorah, focusing on the traditional spot
that he carefully read eyewitness accounts, spoke
where Joseph met Moroni in 1827.²³
with individuals who had seen the sites, and looked
at earlier illustrations of some of the places before
Another Photograph of Cumorah (1880)
painting his panorama.²¹
Once completed, “Mormon Panorama” conAnother early photograph of Cumorah was
tained 23 panels. This series of paintings was
taken in May 1880 by an unknown photographer at
stitched together vertically to
form one continuous canvas
roll, allowing C. C. A. to present
his panorama to an audience by
scrolling through the scenes as
he narrated the events. He also
involved his audience in singing
specific hymns corresponding
with scenes from the panorama.
By allowing the audience to
participate in this way, C. C. A.
was able to bring his paintings
to life, helping the audience feel
as if they were present at the
locations and events unfolding
before them.
The second panel of the
panorama focuses on Joseph
Smith obtaining the plates in
September 1827 (image 3). It
is human nature, perhaps, that
people wanted to know the
exact location where Joseph
found the plates. Although the
Prophet provided a general description of the location during
his lifetime (see Joseph Smith—
History 1:51), contemporary
sources indicate that he may
have been even more specific,
Image 3 The Hill Cumorah, C. C. A. Christensen, tempera on canvas, 204.5 x 294.6 cm
(80.5˝ x 116˝), ca. 1878. By 1878 the hill had been stripped of its natural forest, except for
allowing associates to visit the
seven large trees near the top. The artist, therefore, depicts the hill as it would have been in
exact location.²²
1827. Dawn Pheysey, curator at the BYU Museum of Art, for an exhibition in 2003, wrote:
“Moroni appears to Joseph as a heavenly personage dressed in a white robe and surrounded
One tradition identifying
by intense light. The rays of light that emanate from his body are a symbol of divinity borthe exact site continued to be
rowed from late Renaissance and Baroque paintings. Vertical tree trunks frame the two figures
passed along among church
and create a sense of stability and calm in stark contrast to the energetic diagonal thrust of
the steep incline and leaning trees.” Courtesy of Brigham Young University Museum of Art. All
members. As a result, many
rights reserved.
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the behest of Franklin
Richards met with
D. Richards, a memfamily members who
ber of the Quorum of
had not accompathe Twelve Apostles,
nied him on the trip.
who was visiting
“Went to Farmington
church history sites at
by 3:40 [train] visthe time. Junius Free
ited with the family
Wells (1854–1930) and
& showed them the
Edward Stevenson
views of ‘Cumorah’—
(1820–97) produced
‘Ramah’ & etc.”²⁶
engravings of the hill
These precious
based on Richards’s
photographs of Cuphotographs (images
morah were shown to
4 and 5), and the Latothers and were made
ter-day Saints thus
available to the genhad an opportunity
eral church memberto see versions of the
ship for the first time
photographs in print.
in 1883 through the
Franklin D. Richreproduction of one
ards visited Cumorah
of them in the form
in May 1880 and reof a steel engraving
corded in his journal:
in the church’s Con“Good night’s rest—
tributor magazine.
breakfasted early &
In his 1893 book
all 5 of us took train
Reminiscences of
for ‘Palmyra’ where
Joseph, the Prophet,
we put up at ‘Palmyra
Stevenson used a
Hotel.’ Hired a livpainting for his illusery team & went to
tration of the Hill Cu‘Cumorah’—‘Ramah’
morah that was based
then to Manchester.
on Richards’s 1880
. . . Returned to Cuphotograph. His acmorah. Artist took
count provides a vivid
8 [3] views, 2 were
description of the Hill
Image 4 “The Three Witnesses” and “Hill Cumorah,” H. B. Hall & Sons,
pretty good.”²⁴
Cumorah, supple1883, based on an 1880 photograph; looking southeast at northwest end.29
When he remented imaginatively:
Junius F. Wells, editor of the Contributor, noted, “The Hill Cumorah is a reproduction of a fine photograph which Apostle Franklin D. Richards had taken
turned to Utah,
“Just for a moment
during his visit there a few years ago [1880]. The group seen upon the hillside
Richards reported to consists of himself, wife [Jane Snyder Richards], sons Lorenzo and Charles,
cast your eye on the
President John Taylor and Joseph A. West, besides the owner of the ground.”30
engraving, which is
on 9 June. “Went by
the one of my choice,
9:40 train to city [Salt Lake City]—and was corexhibiting, as it does, a north front, and to my mind
dially welcomed back again by President Taylor &
the most lovely view of all.”²⁷ He continues: “The
others in the office. Took some time to report to
one presented is from a painting made from a photohim the various phases of my journey, my visits &
graph which Apostle F. D. Richards had taken while
business transactions. . . . At 2 p.m. met in council
on a visit to this historic hill and country. Some cows
with J. T. [John Taylor], O. P. [Orson Pratt], W. W.
and other additions have been made to the picture,
[Wilford Woodruff], D. H. W. [Daniel H. Wells], J.
such as the carriage conveying the visitors along the
F. S. [Joseph F. Smith], A. C. [Albert Carrington] &
road way by the fence, to the house, where the owner
reported generally my labors & travels. Showing my
of the hill and surroundings lives. But the main feaviews of Ramah-Cumorah.”²⁵ On the following day,
tures of the hill are true presentations of it.”²⁸
12
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Image 5

Hill Cumorah, 1893, based on a painting that was based on an 1880 photograph; looking south at north end.31

Exactly how close the painting
Stevenson used is to the original
photograph may never be known, as
Richards’s entire collection of photographs taken of Cumorah in 1880
has disappeared.

An Early Photograph of
Cumorah (1889)
Until H. K. Heydon’s and
Franklin D. Richards’s photographs
are found, the earliest photographic
view of Cumorah available is most
likely one taken by the Syracuse,
New York, photographic partnership
of Smith and Coatsworth.
Frank G. Smith (ca. 1856–1932)
and Edward E. Coatsworth (ca.
1841–?) were partners from 1889
until 1894 or 1895. Like other portrait
photographers of the period, they
indulged in landscape photography

Image 6 A view of the northwest end of the Hill Cumorah, looking east, Smith & Coatsworth,
November 1889. On the back side of the card stock, someone has written “Nov 1889” in black
period ink. The image seems to capture a fall view as the note suggests.32 The image itself measures 4.75˝ x 7˝ and is glued onto a dark oblong card measuring 5.25˝ x 8.5˝ with the name of the
photographic studio printed on the card: “Smith & Coatsworth 116 West Railroad St. Syracuse, NY.”
Courtesy Ontario County Historical Society, Canandaigua, New York.
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as well. One or both of them traveled the 60 miles
from their home in Syracuse to Manchester, New
York, where they captured the famous Mormon historical site in the fall of 1889.³³
Sixty-seven years later, Elizabeth Power Smith
donated this historic image (image 6), along with
two other early images of Cumorah (images 12a and
12b), to the Ontario County Historical Society in
Canandaigua, New York. These images were passed
down through her family until she donated them to
the historical society in April 1957.³⁴

Another LDS Painting of Cumorah (1892)
In the early 1890s, the First Presidency of the
Church of Jesus Christ commissioned several Utah
artists to create paintings, including mural work,
for the nearly completed Salt Lake Temple.³⁵ Among
those who were offered commissions was Alfred
Lambourne (1850–1926). Lambourne, like C. C.
A. Christensen, was an immigrant convert to the
church. He left his native England for Utah when he
was 16 years old. Lambourne eventually contributed
two paintings for the Salt Lake Temple, “The Hill
Cumorah” in New York and “Adam-ondi-Ahman”
in Missouri.³⁶
Unlike C. C. A., Lambourne went to the sites
he painted, returning from his epic trip to church
history sites on 29 September 1892.³⁷ The Deseret

Evening News noted: “Mr. Alfred Lambourne, the
well-known Utah artist, has just returned from an
extensive trip. He visited New York, Boston, Salem,
Albany, Rochester, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Chicago. . . . But the most interesting of all the places he
had an opportunity of viewing was the Hill Cumorah and Adam-ondi-ah-man. . . . Mr. Lambourne
made elaborate sketches of each, and the result of his
eastern trip will be productive of artistic results.”³⁸
Lambourne visited President Wilford Woodruff
in mid-November 1892 to show him the completed
work.³⁹ The aging church president noted: “I spent
the day in the office. Met with Several Brethren. I
had a view of the painting By Alfred Lambourne of
the Hill Comorah which was a Beautiful painting.”⁴⁰
The painting shows the hill at the break of
dawn, allowing Lambourne to use the sunlight to
symbolize how the message of the Book of Mormon, like the sunrise, breaks forth and scatters “the
dark clouds of night.”⁴¹ Additionally, he used the
wind, as seen by the moving clouds, swaying trees,
and falling leaves, to demonstrate the strife⁴² associated with Cumorah—not only the strife of past
ages, as detailed in the Book of Mormon, but also
that which began in earnest the night Joseph Smith
obtained the plates. Additionally, Lambourne used
the fall scenery to remind the viewer that Joseph
Smith’s yearly visits occurred in late September.⁴³

Image 7 Hill Cumorah, by Alfred Lambourne, oil on canvas, 88.9 x 188 cm (35˝ x 74˝), 1892. Instead of trying to show the hill as it actually
existed, Lambourne’s painting depicts the doctrinal and historical significance of the place. He noted that it was not to be “an ordinary commonplace everyday effect.”44 Courtesy of Museum of Church History and Art, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah.
© Intellectual Reserve, Inc.
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Grazing on the Hill (1895)
Charles Levi Joy (1869–1943) began his photographic career in American Fork, Utah, and eventually continued his business in Salt Lake City in 1915.
Sometime in the mid-1890s, Joy took his 8˝ x 10˝
view camera to New York and captured the hill during the middle stage of its three important modern

some horses, Joy provided a window to the stages
of development of the fences that divided the land.
Joy’s photograph preserves a view of the much earlier
split-rail fence, which intersected a wire fence that
cuts across the hill diagonally. Note the post and rail
fences at the base of the hill and the nearly parallel
fence line above it (following a farm road, hidden by
the tall grasses of the field in the foreground). Finally,

Image 8 “The Hill Cumorah,” C. L. Joy, ca. 1895; looking south at the north end. Joy captures the hill in its primary use at this period: a
pasture for sheep and horses. As one of the earliest views of the north end of the hill (a view often chosen by early photographers), this photograph acts as an important reference to the developing fence lines and vegetation on the hill. Courtesy of Church Archives, The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah; hereafter Church Archives.

phases. The first phase was the 1820s, when the hill
was virtually a pristine site where Joseph found the
ancient records. The second phase, which is shown
here, was the period of human exploitation, when the
wood was already harvested and the hill was being
used to graze animals to support a working farm.
The third phase, which began after the church’s purchase of the hill, was an attempt to reforest the hill to
provide visitors with a sense of what it was like when
Joseph visited there in 1823 and simultaneously to
offer access to the story of the hill via walkways, a
monument, and a visitors’ center.
Besides highlighting the grazing of sheep and

his photograph shows two separate wire fences: one
with a board base, the fence running diagonally
across the hill; and one with a rock base, near where
he set up his photographic equipment.
Additionally, Joy’s large-format print demonstrates a typical practice of photographers from this
period. Note the printed words “The Hill Cumorah
copyrighted by C. L. Joy,” which appear as part of
the print. Joy did not add these words to the print;
they were part of the information etched into the
emulsion on the original glass plate negative, allowing him to provide contextual and interpretative
information to the viewer.
JOURNAL OF BOOK OF MORMON STUDIES
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A Mass-Market Image of Cumorah (1904)
At the turn of the 20th century, news and feature articles and accompanying visual illustrations
about the church were usually negative, especially
during the period of the Reed Smoot Senate hearings (1904–6).⁴⁵ However, the largest collection
of surviving American stereoscopic photographs

The boxed set of 29 views from Underwood and
Underwood was photographed and marketed three
years before Utah photographer George Edward
Anderson’s celebrated pilgrimage to church historic
sites in 1907.
In light of Mormonism’s changing status in
America, both the creation and the content of these
stereographs are historically important. The “Latter
Day Saints’ Tour” was the first attempt
by a professional photographer to document the Latter-day Saint movement
from New York to the Great Basin and
provided non–Latter-day Saints with one
of the few friendly views of Mormon history at the time.

The Joseph Smith Centennial Party
View of Cumorah (1905)
To celebrate the 100th anniversary
of the Prophet Joseph Smith’s birth,
in December 1905, President Joseph F.
Smith invited several church leaders and
family members to join him on a trip to
Image 9 “(3) [third stereo view in the set] Cumorah Hill, Where the Prophet received the
Golden Plates or records of Book of Mormon, near Palmyra, N.Y.” Stereoview. Underwood &
Sharon, Vermont, where he dedicated
Underwood, 1904; 46 looking southeast. This image shows the new picket fence at the base of
the Joseph Smith Memorial. They visited
the hill and, compared with image 8, shows the growth of the trees. Courtesy of Church Archives.
other church sites during their travels,
including the Hill Cumorah.
includes a 1904 set of articles and illustrations
The longtime owner of the hill, Admiral William
about Mormon historical sites, surprisingly free
T. Sampson, had died recently in 1902. During the folof libel and scorn, titled “The Latter Day Saints’
lowing year (1903), his widow deeded the property to
Tour from Palmyra, New York to Salt Lake City,
Pliny T. Sexton. Admiral Sampson’s brother, George
Utah through the Stereoscope.”⁴⁷ In fact, through
Sampson, lived as a tenant on the property at the time
its selection of subjects and details, the non-Mormon firm of Underwood and Underwood subtly
reshaped the Mormon image by placing it squarely
in the mainstream of American values—no longer
emphasizing the differences between Utah and the
rest of the nation but rather the similarities between them.
Stereoscopic images are two slightly different
views of the same scene that, when viewed side by
side through a stereoscope—an instrument with
two eyepieces—create a three-dimensional effect
in a single image. Scenes that appear flat and uninteresting as simple photographs assume threeImage 10 Joseph F. Smith and party, George Albert Smith, 26
dimensional reality in stereo. Millions of armchair
December 1905; looking northeast on west side. George Albert
travelers enjoyed countless hours of entertainment
Smith noted on the occasion, “Awoke feeling well. Our train was
from this medium, many taking their first look at
sidetracked at Palmyra at 9:35 a.m. We were met by Mr. White,
delivery man, with carriages. . . . We also visited the Hill Cumorah
the world beyond their own neighborhoods.
48
and President Smith offered prayer.”
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Courtesy of Church Archives.

of the visit of Joseph F. Smith
party in 1905. Edith Smith, one
of President Smith’s daughters,
wrote this description of the
trip: “Arriving at the [George]
Sampson home near the foot
of the hill, we were informed
that the gentleman was not
at home, but his wife, though
somewhat reluctantly, gave her
consent [to visit]. Pres. [Francis
M.] Lyman suggested we climb
the steepest part at the north
end. It proved to be quite a
climb. . . . From the summit we
found we had a fine view of the
surrounding country. . . . Some
pictures were taken.”⁴⁹
Edith Smith also provided a clue about the individual responsible for the
photographs taken on the
trip: “George A. took quite a
number of Kodak pictures.”⁵⁰
George Albert Smith (1870–
1951), one of the memorial
trip organizers and one of
the Twelve Apostles, brought
along his Kodak camera.⁵¹
Edith also mentioned another photographer among
the group, Benjamin Goddard (1851–1930), manager
of the Salt Lake City Bureau
of Information.⁵² However,
a careful examination of the
image suggests George Albert
Smith was the photographer,
because he does not appear to
be in the photograph.

A Postcard of Cumorah
(1905)

Images 11a and 11b Front and back: “Hill Cumorah, where Joseph Smith found the golden plates of the
Book of Mormon in 1823,” postcard ca. 1905, based on an earlier photographic image, ca. late 1890s; looking southeast at northwest end. Color was added to the postcard during the printing stage in an effort to produce a “natural” view. This postcard was sold by Frank H. Leib, a postcard dealer in Salt Lake City, and was
printed in Germany (where nearly 75 percent of all cards were printed at the time).54 Someone has written in
black ink on the right side, “A sacred spot in Mormon history, Leo, Jan. 5. 06,” providing additional interpretive
information to the printed caption. Courtesy of Gary and Carolyn Ellsworth, Madera, California.

Plain postcards appeared in the United States
as early as 1841, followed by the first government
postcards in 1873.⁵³ America’s first official picture
postcards were sold at the 1893 World’s Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. Between 1901 and 1907,
the so-called “undivided back” postcard era began.

These postcards often displayed a photograph on one
side (usually designated as the front) and a space for
only an address on the other side (usually identified
as the back). It was against the law to write a message
on the address side, so people often wrote over the
image on the front side of the postcard.
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Two Different Views of the Hill (1906)
Elizabeth Power Smith, as noted previously,
donated three images of Cumorah to the Ontario
County Historical Society in Canandaigua, New

York (see image 6). Two of the three do not have a
date or photographer’s name associated with them.
The photographic images (5 ⅝˝ x 3 ⅞˝) are glued
onto the same decorated card stock (7˝ x 6˝). Their
exact date is unknown; however, a careful examination of the fences shown in one of the two images
(image 12b) suggests a date around 1906.

From Gold Plates to Glass Plates (1907)
Within two years, another pilgrim made his way
to the sites associated with Joseph Smith’s ministry.
George Edward Anderson (1860–1928) was not the
first photographer to dream of a complete photographic record of the rise of the Church of Jesus
Christ, but he was the first professional Latter-day
Saint photographer to travel from the West to the East
to begin the effort. He is arguably the most important
photographer of church historical sites to date, both in
number of photographs and their quality.

Image 12a “Summit of Gold Bible Hill, Manchester N.Y. Viewing Cave Where
Plates Were Taken,” ca. 1906; looking north. On the back side someone has
written in period ink: “Pat Leyman Manchester New York.” A later postcard,
reproducing this image, identifies this man as P. F. Lyman. This most likely is
the identification of the man in the straw hat standing on the north end of the
hill.55 Courtesy of Ontario County Historical Society, Canandaigua, New York.

Image 13 “No. 17” [number of negative]. Hill Cumorah, George
Edward Anderson, 14 August 1907; looking south at northeast end.
Admiral Sampson’s home is seen on the left (northeast side of the
Hill Cumorah). Courtesy of Church Archives.

Image 12b “Gold Bible Hill, Manchester N.Y. The Place Where Mormonism
Originated,” ca. 1906; looking southeast at northwest end. This view of
Cumorah was most likely taken at the same time as image 12a since both
were printed on the same card stock (notice the matching detail frames).
Courtesy of Ontario County Historical Society, Canandaigua, New York.
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Anderson was called to serve as a full-time missionary to Great Britain and took the opportunity,
with approval from the Brethren, to make a photographic record of church history sites on his way.
These photographs were important for a Utah-born
generation of church members who had heard the
stories of the early Saints but who were generally
unable to visit the sites where the events took place.
Anderson, known as Ed or Eddy throughout
his life, carried with him the heavy camera and
glass plates of his trade in what would become a
nearly seven-year odyssey before returning home to
Springville, Utah. He spent one year photographing

Image 14 “No. 18” [number of negative]. Hill Cumorah, George Edward Anderson, 14 August 1907; looking south. This view shows the old
“Mail Road,” or the “Canandaigua Road,” which ran north to south along the west side of the Hill Cumorah (the modern paved road generally
follows the same route, New York State Highway 21). This image also shows the “west farm,” later referred to as the Cumorah Farm because it
contained the first segment of the Hill Cumorah purchased by the church in 1923. Courtesy of Church Archives.

historic sites in the United States (1907–8), three
years in Great Britain as a missionary (1908–11),
and nearly two more years continuing his photographic work in the United States (1911–13) before
finally returning to Utah.
After traversing the dew-laden fields, packing
his heavy 8˝ x 10˝ view camera, he noted in his diary, “Rose before sunup, and by the time the rays lit
up the landscape, I had my camera from the other
side of the hill (where I left it last night) and ready
to make pictures. Made several negatives from different points. . . . One or two more negatives of the
hill and visited the top.”⁵⁶
Unlike the landscape artist, Anderson was enthralled by the capability of photographs to show a
person, place, or event realistically—instead of the
idealized view often found in paintings. However,
Anderson, like other photographers of the period,
was frustrated by the fact that his photographs
could not replicate the natural colors of his views.
He finished his entry for 14 August 1905: “Need the
painter’s hand to do it justice and fix the colors.”

Another Postcard of Cumorah (1910)
Beginning in 1907, the “divided back” postcard
era began, when the U.S. government allowed the
address side of postcards to be divided into two sections (one for the address and the other reserved for
written messages; see image 15b).
During this period, some companies, including
the Rochester News Company in Rochester, New
York, obtained several images of Cumorah and
reproduced them over and over again. One photograph with three individuals (two standing and
one seated) is found in several formats, including a
black-and-white photograph that had been tinted,
giving it the appearance of a color photograph, a
later development in the photographic process.

An Early RLDS View (1912)
Due to the establishment of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in 1860
(RLDS—known today as the Community of Christ),
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Images 15a and 15b Front and back: “Mormon Hill,” postcard ca. 1910, based on an earlier photographic image ca. 1900; looking southeast at northwest end. Printed on the front (photograph side): “Mormon Hill,—where Joseph Smith dug up the Golden Plates, Palmyra, N.Y.”
This particular card was sent by a non-Mormon visitor to the area to Clarence Huckel in Ithaca, New York, in 1910. Courtesy of R. Q. and
Susan Shupe, Oceanside, California.

another group emerged claiming a special connection with Cumorah. RLDS membership included
those who had been members of the Church of Jesus
Christ during the Joseph Smith period, a new generation born to those early members, and new converts. Like Latter-day Saints from the West, RLDS

members made their way to the Hill Cumorah, and
in their turn provided word pictures of their own.⁵⁷
Members of the RLDS Church were also interested in producing visual images of church history
sites. One of the earliest images in the Community
of Christ Library–Archives is dated 22 October
1912 (image 16). The first printed view of the Hill
Cumorah in an RLDS publication appeared in
1914 and was based on a late 1890s photograph
(see image 11a).⁵⁸

The Bean Family Album (1915–39)

Image 16 Cumorah, 22 October 1912; looking east at north end
across Canandaigua Road. This large-format photograph has the
following information provided in ink on the back: “Hill Cumorah
Elevation 120 ft. Location of plates indicated by arrow. Sole stump
left of ‘a few scattering trees’ mentioned by Cowdery in Voice of
Warning pp. 71–72. Palmyra 4 mi north, to left Manchester 2½
mi south to right—Smith home half way is Palmyra and ½ mi
west. Photo taken Oct 22, 1912.” Courtesy of Community of Christ
Library–Archives, Independence, Missouri.
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In 1915 Willard and Rebecca Bean were called
by President Joseph F. Smith to oversee the Smith
farm in Manchester (Palmyra area), recently purchased by the church.⁵⁹ The presence of this Latterday Saint family and the subsequent purchase of the
Hill Cumorah by the church between 1923 and 1928
provided a new period of visitation, commemoration, and documentation of the site.
The following photographs (images 17 and 18)
are taken from the Bean family photograph album
in possession of Palmyra Bean Packer. She was born
shortly after Willard and Rebecca arrived in New
York (hence her first name). Presumably, these photographs were taken by Willard Bean (1868–1949).

Another LDS View of Cumorah (1920)
In 1910 New York native William Samuel Kline
(1876–1961) established Fellowcrafts Shop in Albany,
New York, where he did portrait and landscape

Image 17 A page from the Willard and Rebecca Bean family
album with two photographs, “On Brow of Hill Looking North
Toward Palmyra” and “Looking South Toward Manchester,”
Willard W. Bean, ca. 1918. The top photograph shows the
Bean family, including three-year-old Palmyra standing between
the adults. Courtesy of Palmyra Bean Packer, Provo, Utah.

Image 18 A page from the Willard and Rebecca Bean family
album with two photographs, “East Side of Hill” and “West Side
of Hill,” Willard W. Bean, ca. 1918. Courtesy of Palmyra Bean
Packer, Provo, Utah.

photography. He and his family (wife Almira Heeney Kline and son Mitchell Heeney Kline) joined
the Church of Jesus Christ on 28 April 1918.⁶⁰ Soon
thereafter, William turned his camera toward Manchester. During the second and third decades of the
20th century, Kline’s Fellowcrafts Shop produced
dozens of images of people and events associated

with the church historic sites and celebrations in New
York, including Cumorah (see image 19).

Cumorah at the Centennial (1923)
Elbert Aoriul Smith (1871–1959), the son of
David Hyrum Smith (Joseph and Emma Smith’s

Image 19
“29 [a series
number]. Looking
North from Top of
Hill Cumorah, 3
Miles to the Farm.
Joseph Smith Farm,
Palmyra, N.Y.,”
William S. Kline,
1920. Courtesy
of Palmyra Bean
Packer, Provo, Utah.
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Image 20 “Cumorah,” Elbert A. Smith, 1923; looking southeast
at northwest end, farm road behind tree line. This particular view
is a close-up, highlighting the trees around the hill—a more artistic
image than any photograph before. Courtesy of Community of Christ
Library–Archives, Independence, Missouri.

son born after the martyrdom), shared an interest
in the arts with his father. David Hyrum captured
scenes in Nauvoo through a paintbrush, and Elbert
captured church history scenes through the lens of
his camera. His photograph of the Hill Cumorah
(image 20) is one of the earliest images taken by an
avid RLDS photographer.⁶¹

ered medium of photography to be seen in an entirely new format.⁶² As a transparent slide projected
onto a surface, the photograph could now be viewed
not only by individuals and small groups but also
by a large audience. The new larger scale expanded
the utility of photographs, changing the result from
an intimate medium to one that was appropriate
for entertainment and educational purposes. The
lantern glass slides eventually had great impact on
educational lectures because everyone could simultaneously view the topic of discussion.
One of the earliest views of Cumorah preserved
in this format is located in the W. O. Hands glass
slide collection, housed in the Community of Christ
Library–Archives in Independence, Missouri.⁶³
Hands, a dedicated member of the RLDS Church,
received permission from RLDS Church president
Fredrick M. Smith to tour RLDS congregations in
the central states and Canada to deliver a lecture
series, including “a 40 min. slide talk on the History of our church.”⁶⁴ During 73 exhausting days,
Hands traveled as a volunteer missionary, delivering
his three-hour-long lecture series some 63 times. He
finally returned home to Kansas City on 23 March
1931, having traveled nearly 5,000 miles.⁶⁵

Lantern Glass Slide (1920s)
Ten years following Daguerre’s astonishing
announcement in Paris, lantern glass slides
were introduced, allowing the
recently discov-
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Image 21 “View of Place Where Joseph
Smith Dug the Plates of Gold Near Palmyra,
N.Y.,” ca. 1910; glass slide ca. 1928, based
on an earlier photograph ca. 1890; looking
northeast at north end. The original postcard
that W. O. Hands used to produce this glass
slide, preserved in the Community of Christ
archives, has “View of Mormon Hill Place
Where Joseph Smith Dug The Plates of Gold.
Near Palmyra, N.Y.” printed in the lower left
corner. This identification was scratched
backward into the emulsion on the original
glass-plate negative by the photographer
before it was printed. Hands painted out
(see green mark) the phrase Mormon
Hill, most likely because the term
Mormon was typically identified with the
church in Utah. The divided postcard
was produced by M. C. Howard, Post
Gibson, New York. Additionally, Hands
marked the image with an X to indicate the site where the plates were
located by Joseph Smith. Courtesy of
Community of Christ Library–Archives,
Independence, Missouri.

The Hill Cumorah (1935)

and early 20th centuries, changed forever from the
condition seen by Joseph Smith in the 1820s. FolThree factors contributed to the proliferation
lowing the church’s purchase of the hill, Willard
of photographic images of Cumorah beginning in
Bean began the process of reforestation in 1928—
the 1920s. First, increasingly inexpensive photoattempting to recapture the appearance of the hill
graphic costs, including small, handheld cameras,
as Joseph Smith first encountered it more than 100
allowed nonproyears earlier. Addifessional photogtional improvement
raphers to utilize
projects completed
the new invention.
during this time
Second, the inincluded two flagcreased mobility of
stone paths and a 6
North American
percent grade road
Saints meant that
to the summit almore and more
lowing easy access
of them traveled
to the top of Cumoto church history
rah by the increassites. Third, the
ing number of visiincreasing finantors. The result was
cial independence
a dramatic change
of the Church of
in what photograJesus Christ alphers and visitors
lowed church leadencountered when
ers to purchase
they came to Manthe Hill Cumorah
chester following
in sections over a
the important deperiod of five years
cades of the 1920s
(1923–28).
and 1930s.
The centenMany of the
nial celebrations
images in this arof 1923 and 1927
ticle—along with
and the dedication
the Hill Cumorah
of the Hill CumoPageant (“Amerrah Monument in
ica’s Witness for
1935 continued to
Christ”), hymns
raise the awaresuch as “An Angel
ness and interest
from on High,”⁶⁷
of the Saints in the
the repetition of the
Image 22 A night view of the Hill Cumorah Monument on the summit of the Hill
New York sites assacred story of the
Cumorah featuring the newly installed lights, July 1935; looking south (before statue coming forth of the
sociated with the
was turned to face west in 1976). The first lights were installed at the hill on 19
restoration.⁶⁶ As a
Book of Mormon,
July 1935, just two days before the dedication of the Hill Cumorah Monument by
President Heber J. Grant. Elder Roscoe Grover, a missionary who witnessed the
result, during the
and the Book of
initial lighting of the monument, wrote: “The lighting of that great shaft at night is a
ensuing decades
Mormon itself—
soul stirring experience to all who pass by, and will help to tell the story in a new
69
hundreds of thouwill ensure that the
way.” Courtesy of Palmyra Bean Packer, Provo, Utah.
sands of people vislight breaking forth
ited this site, many producing images of Cumorah
from the Hill Cumorah will continue to brighten
now housed in private and institutional holdings
our religious landscape. As W. W. Phelps wrote so
throughout North America.
many years ago, the hill in New York will “stand in
The face of the Hill Cumorah changed as huthis generation, as a monument of marvelous works
man contact left its indelible mark during the 19th
and wonders.”⁶⁸ !
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